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An emergent wholeworld-view
of a conscious
and evolutionary Universe

And how it can help guide our conscious
evolution
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Scientific breakthroughs at all scales
of existence are enabling an unitive
perspective of how our Universe
emerges from non-physical causative
realms of unified reality

Whilst ushered in by quantum and
relativistic physics, this is only now
possible, by understanding the role of
information and the holographic principle
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Based on the primacy of mind and consciousness,
it shows that cosmic mind, articulated as digitised and
meaningful in-formation and represented through
dynamic and real-ational patterns and processes
in-forms the formation of our Universe
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2012 experiment (Bérut, Lutz et al) and others since
demonstrate that information is physical

Deleting a digitized bit of information releases heat
in line with theoretical predictions (Szilard, Landauer)
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Numerous fields of research are showing that
digitized information underpins and
makes up the appearance of physical reality

The 1s and 0s of this universal ‘alphabet’
combine as meaningful in-formation,
not random data, that in-forms the reality
of our Universe that
exists and evolves as a nonlocally unified entity
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Evidence at all scales that our Universe manifests
holographically, with its 3D appearance projected from
digital in-formation held on its ‘containing’ 2D boundary
and pixelated at minute Planck scale

Fractal signature of ‘cosmic hologram’ seen
in 2017 in the CMB (Afshordi et al), relic radiation from
earliest epoch of our Universe and pervading all space
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Our in-formed and holographically manifested Universe reveals
itself in universal patterns and processes throughout the
‘natural’ world, and in human systems and behaviors
Arising from causative in-formational attractors, the fractal
in-formational signature of the ‘cosmic hologram’ is being
discovered at all scales of existence from atoms to our Solar
System, vast galactic clusters and the whole of space
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We and our Universe are innately
real-ational in-formation
We in-form and are in-formed by
the great cosmic thought that is our Universe
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Mind and consciousness aren’t something we have
– but what we and the whole world are

We are inseparable:
from each other, Gaia and the wholeworld
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In 2018 MIT scientists showed universal nonlocality:
entangling laboratory photons
with starlight from 600 ly away
and light from a quasar 12.2 billion ly away
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The emergent nonlocally unified
cosmology is of
a multidimensional Universe

Naturally including supernormal
phenomena and attributes
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Telepathy

Remote viewing
Intention
Nonlocal resonance creates
spontaneous correlation
and conscious entanglement

Heightened intensity:
focused attention, emotional bonding,
powerful imagery and occurrence
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Intuition

Bodily distributed
resonance and gnowing
- GPS of the soul
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Synchronicity

Nonlocal ‘here and now’ without
violating space-time causality
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Presentiment and
Precognition

Bow wave at the leading-edge of space-time
Crystalization of potentiality
Nonlocal attunement with what is coming
into realisation in the present moment
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Naturalising
multidimensional
and archetypal realities
and communications
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Our Universe began,
not in the implied chaos of a big bang
but the incredibly ordered and
fine-tuned first moment of an ongoing
Big Breath
Embodying an evolutionary impulse
from simplicity to complexity
It and everything on existence
meaningfully exists TO purposefully evolve
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We are micro-cosmic co-creators of
the evolutionary impulse of our Universe
with supernormal abilities
This is our moment of choice
What do we now choose to re-member?
What do we now choose to co-create?
Do we now choose to consciously evolve
or remain caught in the illusion of separation?
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The emergent and integral cosmology
of a conscious and evolutionary Universe
offers a basis for a new and unitive narrative for humanity
to underpin and frame our conscious evolution

To paraphrase Joseph Campbell:
The only narrative that is going to be worth thinking about in the immediate future
is one that is talking about the planet and all beings on it
This new narrative will need to be grounded in widespread unitive consciousness
which includes a felt sense of unity with all life
unity with the ineffable source of all being
and unity with the evolutionary flow
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To paraphrase Teilhard de Chardin:
Someday, we shall harness the energies of love
and then for a second time in the history of the world
humanity will have discovered fire
That someday is here and now
As we wake up to the radical reality of a unitive narrative
we will also discover as a species and for the first time
who we really and truly are
and who we can evolve to become
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Winner silver Nautilus book
award 2017 for science &
cosmology cosmology

Forthcoming
October 2022
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